GLOBAL JET’S LATEST FLEET ADDITION FOR CHARTER - A BRAND NEW 2021
GULFSTREAM 650ER
A brand new 2021 Gulfstream 650ER available for charter joined the fleet. This
exquisite private jet based in Europe offers the perfect combination of safety, speed,
range and comfort.
The G650ER generation holds the record for the fastest and farthest flight in business
aviation. With a range of 7500 nautical miles and a speed at Mach 0.85, the
Gulfstream 650ER can fly non-stop from New York to Dubai.
Guests will be able to enjoy a low cabin altitude, a quiet cabin and a 100% fresh,
never recirculated cabin air.

This aircraft is designed to provide a distinctive set of advantages. Guests will be
able to enjoy a complete range of entertainment features as well as a Ka Broadband
high-speed internet system. Sixteen large Gulfstream panoramic windows allow
abundant sunlight into the cabin for a spacious and sensational experience on board.
The shades of grey in the cabin blend perfectly and provide a modern and elegant
allure. Get ready to be seduced and discover flying at its best.
Visit Global Jet’s website: GLOBALJET.AERO
Contact: sales@globaljet.ch / +41 22 939 30 85 for your Charter Requests
For marketing inquiries and HD pictures, contact: marketing@globaljet.ch

FLOORPLAN

SPECIFICATIONS
CABIN – 13 passengers
YOM

2021

Crew

2 Pilots - 1 Flight Attendant

Crew rest

Yes

Bed capacity

3 singles + 2 doubles

Lavatory

Fwd + Aft

Pets allowed

No

DIMENSIONS
Max. length

14.27 m

46 ft 10 in

Max. width

2.59 m

8 ft 6 in

Max. height

1.96 m

6 ft 5 in

EQUIPMENT
DVD Player

Yes

Wifi

Yes - at additional cost; Ka Broadband High-Speed
Internet System

Satphone

Yes

Iphone/Ipad

Yes

Galley

Includes refrigerator, convection oven, microwave oven
and two coffee makers

Audio/Video Distribution
System (AVDS)

115V/60Hz universal outlets throughout cabin

